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Abstract
Motivation: Web 2.0 disseminated the possibility of engaging citizens in data collection initiatives, also known as
Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI), a type of crowdsourcing. This project was conceived based on the need
to quickly develop and publish geographic data collection tools and resources that could be customized to any
relevant theme and engage as many contributors as possible.
Implementation: ThemeRise, a framework for generating VGI applications, was implemented with current and
flexible technologies, which ensure its extensibility and evolution. The framework manages the structure and
characteristics of data collection target themes individually, allowing for multi-thematic VGI initiative design. This
perspective shift also allows a individualization of rewards for volunteer actions, so that the affinity of users to
theme-related knowledge domains can be adequately considered and rewarded. As it currently stands, ThemeRise
allows creating and publishing VGI resources in minutes, while preserving a sophisticated control over themes,
contributions and user experience.
Keywords: Volunteered geographic information, Crowdsourcing, Geographic data collection

Introduction
The term Web 2.0 represents an important change in the
way the Web is perceived and its products are developed,
inaugurating an age in which ordinary users can freely
share content. One of the consequences of Web 2.0 is
the dissemination of crowdsourcing techniques, that were
aggregated to GIS democratization projects [1], leading
to Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) [2] initiatives, along with other geographic crowdsourcing and
crowdsensing siblings [3].
The early development of VGI applications was based
on mashups of personal web pages and blogs with maps,
using the Google Maps APIs. This scenario evolved to
a much larger spectrum of applications, under various
designations, that includes Neogeography [4], Citizen
Science [5], Public Participation GIS (PPGIS) and Participatory GIS (PGIS) [6]. These terms indicate a broad
interest on solving geographic data collection problems
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using crowdsourcing, and as a consequence initiating the
need to understand and manage issues such as contributor credibility, contributed data quality [7] and accuracy
[8], spatial coverage [5, 9], update frequency [10, 11] and
user motivation [12, 13].
Some frameworks [14–18] speed up the task of creating
VGI applications. Most are concerned with dealing with
the problems mentioned before, but implement a generic
structure to encompass various kinds of VGI applications.
This generic structure, however, being focused around
a single data collection theme at a time, precludes the
exploration of specific aspects of the underlying problem.
This limitation makes it hard to define more advanced
controls and constraints on the contributed data. Additionally, such frameworks do not take into account volunteer preferences and level of activity, to put forth
a rewards system that can be used as a motivational
feature.
In this context, this paper presents ThemeRise, a themeoriented framework for creating VGI applications. The
framework manages the structure and characteristics of
data collection target themes individually, allowing for
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multi-thematic VGI initiative design. This perspective
shift also allows a individualization of rewards for volunteer actions, so that the affinity of users to theme-related
knowledge domains can be adequately considered and
rewarded.
In the next section, the implementation of the framework is presented, followed by a discussion about the
differences between this project and previous approaches.
Next, we present a small example of its use. Finally, we
present conclusions and indicate future work.

Implementation
VGI frameworks are applications that address the problem
of “allowing users (generally in the role of administrators)
to produce VGI applications that other users (generally
in the role of volunteers) are able to contribute with geographic information and be rewarded and recognized by
their work”. ThemeRise encapsulates a set of structures
considered relevant to produce an entire VGI application
as a unit called Theme. In practice, a theme represents a
phenomenon of interest about which there is the need to
collect geographic information through volunteers. ThemeRise includes, as relevant structures, the instruments
that allow collecting contributions, involving a geometric shape as spatial representation, descriptive attributes
about the phenomenon of interest, and the user’s reward
and reputation system. The main advantage of this strategy is the ability to control each of these structures independently for each theme, a task that can be handled
over to administrators in the moment of theme creation. This control adds a new level of refinement to VGI
applications, allowing a diverse group of interdisciplinary
administrators to combine all their themes and share volunteers in the scope of one application, using meaningful
structures independently for each theme. Also, since user
reputation is linked to the theme, it is possible to avoid
scenarios where the rewards of different themes are considered to be the same, when in reality user contribution
frequency and quality varies according to the user’s relationship to each theme. For instance, contributions related
to ephemeral events, such as noise pollution, are very different from contributions to persistent themes, such as
map updates.
During the process of developing the framework,
a set of requirements was defined and an architecture was designed considering an evaluation of tools
that could be used to implement the whole application. The requirements were divided into functional and
non-functional, where the functional ones describe the
desired features and the non-functional ones described
constraints for the implementation of features. The
requirements for the development of the framework are
described next, followed by an exploration of ThemeRise’s
architecture.
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Requirements

Summarizing the problem that VGI frameworks address,
the functional requirements were defined in terms of
user identification and roles, theme creation, user evaluation and geographic contribution. Each of these sets of
requirements will be presented next.
We consider two kinds of users: administrators, which
are able to use the framework to create VGI applications
(themes), and volunteers, which are able to perform contributions. Additionally, volunteers can be anonymous,
which in some cases can encourage people to more
securely contribute about sensitive themes. Hence, the
application must implement these two roles for identified users (administrator and identified volunteer), and
should allow the administrator to choose if a theme can
receive anonymous contributions. Anonymity must be
defined for each theme, since some themes may require
different kinds of user profiles and permissions to accept
contributions. Unlike identified volunteers, anonymous
volunteers cannot receive rewards, and therefore do not
have a reputation score.
In ThemeRise, only administrators are able to create
new themes. In the process of creating a new theme,
themes are identified by name and description. As said
before, contribution instruments should be selected and
customized as part of theme creation. Administrators
must be able to define a form for volunteers to fill out
when they perform a contribution on the theme. In
the form, along with descriptive fields, the administrators will also define which data types will be used to
store the information collected in an underlying DBMS,
along with the geographic representation. The framework
should allow the administrator to choose the most suitable geographic representation for the theme, which can
be Point, Line or Polygon. The administrators should also
set their desired visualization settings in the moment
of theme creation, including the representation symbols.
Additionally the framework should allow administrators
to define if the theme will require complementary artifacts to enrich the descriptions, like wikis and files, or
if the theme will provide instruments to support discussions about the contribution, by receiving comments on
contributions.
In ThemeRise, users should be recognized by their
efforts on contributing to a theme, rather than by their
overall contributions to multiple themes. Therefore, the
framework should allow the administrators to define
how many reward points the identified volunteer should
receive for performing an action within the theme.
To bring more recognition and identify the most committed volunteers, the framework should assign users to
groups of expertise. Administrators must be able to define
a set of rules for users to evolve across these groups using
ranges of reward points for each one.
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These strategies were created based on [18]. However,
ThemeRise also considers the theme for evaluation. The
previous work proposes a system of rewards in which the
user receives points for performing positive contributions
to the community, and loses points when the contributions are negative. Volunteer efforts are also recognized by
a title, based on experience or derived from belonging to
a group of expertise. In [18], scores are taken into account
and aggregated as a single value for each user, regardless
of theme.
Finally, the last group of features is related to the ability of collecting contributions by volunteers to themes
defined by administrators. The framework should allow
volunteers to contribute in a theme providing information
according to the settings defined by the administrators in
theme creation, including geometric representation and
descriptive attributes, arranged in a form. Following the
same idea, volunteers should also be able to create complementary artifacts like wikis, comments, and attach
files according with those settings. Also, according to
the idea of recognizing the volunteers by their contributions, they must receive rewards for performing these
actions.
Non-functional requirements define how the features
are developed, and also are taken into account when the
tools are evaluated to be used. Therefore, these requirements include the extensibility and flexibility of the framework, since it should be able to expand in the future
and attend to different scenarios. Non-functional requirements also refer to tool selection, and include aspects
such as the existence of good documentation that ensures
the maintenance of the project. For the client application
should be Web-based, and it should be implemented as
a single page application, which can be better optimized.
RESTful services were also included as requirements,
since they can encapsulate some processes like database
storage, and simplify the development of the framework.
Additionally, RESTful services should use an ORM library
that provides DBMS-independence.
Architecture and development

The proposed framework is divided into three independent layers. This structure follows closely the RESTful
architecture, as proposed by Fielding et al. [19]. This
design simplifies the development effort and isolates the
implementation of components, allowing further expansions, such as the introduction of new components and
replacement of existing ones.
The three layers in the framework are: (1) Persistence
layer, where user generated data are stored; (2) Business
layer, which works as a gateway between the components
of the other layers; and (3) Applications layer, which hosts
the application code, as shown in Fig. 1. Each of these
layers is described next.
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Persistence layer

The Persistence layer is where data produced by all users
(administrators and volunteers) are managed to be stored.
The component responsible for this function in this
project is a relational DBMS with spatial support, which
must implement the data model required by the framework. The data model can be divided into three main
structures: Themes, Users and Reputation (Fig. 2).
As the name suggests, the Themes module contains the
classes required to describe the themes and the corresponding volunteered contributions. Therefore, the main
class is the Theme class and contains various descriptive
attributes of the contribution, along with the connection
to additional artifacts, such as wiki, files and comments,
as was described by the theme creation requirements in
previews section (p. 3). An important point of this class
is the description of the attributes which will be collected as part of the contribution, since they will be used
to generate the table that will store the actual contributions for this theme. The class will also be used when the
user makes a contribution, since it describes the HTML
elements that need to be rendered in the contribution
form.
Along with the Theme class, there is the Contribution
class, which contains the common structure required by
every contribution and that will be extended after a theme
is created to generate a specialized version to represent a
theme contribution. The common structure present in all
contributions describes the information about the author
of the contribution (volunteer), version, date of creation,
updating and deletion. As previously mentioned, the table
that materializes this class in the DBMS should be dynamically created after the new theme is created by the user
and inserted in the Theme table. The Theme and Contribution classes describe, thus, a behavior that emulates the
catalog system in relational DBMSs.
Another group of classes involved with a theme and
its contributions, as mentioned in the “Requirements”
section (p. 3), are the artifact classes, which are composed by Wiki, WikiHistory, File, and the Comment
classes. The latter provides a mechanism of interaction
between volunteers to discuss the content of a contribution. The classes File and Comment contain the identification of the user who was responsible for that artifact,
and for the contribution and theme to which the contributed file or comment belong to. Each one of these
classes contains specific attributes to ensure their purpose. File, for example, contains fields like file name,
type and location address, and Comment contains a text
attribute. The Wiki class describes the current state of
a wiki from a contribution, which should be shown
to the application’s users. To enable the possibility of
going back in wiki editing, the WikiHistory class was
designed. It contains a reference to the editing author
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Fig. 1 ThemeRise conceptual layers

and the respective theme and contribution, along with
its text.
Other then those classes, for quality measures, it is
interesting to allow volunteers to rate a contribution. For
this purpose, the framework includes the Rating class,
which describes the computed rating value of a contribution. There is also a companion class, called RatingHistory,
that describes every single user rating for a contribution.
The other module of the data model contains only
theUsers class, which represents both administrators and
identified volunteers. This class manages all user information, such as name, the e-mail address used to access the
application, password and dates of creation, update and
deletion.
The last module is related to the reputation system,
which was designed based on [18], but with a themeoriented perspective. In this context, the reputation data
module contains a class (Action) that describes the actions
that the user can perform, and the default reward for each
action. The default reward works as a suggestion for the
application administrator, who can change these values

Fig. 2 ThemeRise data model

for each theme in order to adjust the application to the
contribution patterns that the theme can take on. The
customizations made by the administrator are described
by a class called ThemeReward. Additionally, the score
earned by the user in each theme is described in the UserScore class, which contains references to the theme and
the action performed, along with the score earned by this
type of action and its numerical value.
As the user progresses and her score gets higher, the
framework is designed to provide feedback in recognition of the user’s involvement, by promoting her to a
higher experience group. In this sense, the Group class was
designed to describe the progress groups which can be
reached by the volunteers. As in the Action class, this class
also contains suggested threshold values for achieving a
higher group. As described in the “Requirements” section
(p. 3), the framework should also allow the customization
of group score ranges for each theme. The ThemePromotion serves this purpose. It contains a reference to the
group, theme, and the minimum and maximum scores
that the user must achieve to progress or regress along the
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groups for each theme. There is also a class that indicates
the group to which the volunteer belongs in each theme,
called UserGroup.
Business layer

The Business layer is responsible for controlling the access
to the Persistence layer and processing user-contributed
information. Currently the Business layer contains only
one API, but the layer’s architecture allows for further
expansion as the clients or the data storage get more complex. The API can be divided by protocol type, in order to
deal with HTTP to fetch data from the database, as well
as use web sockets to handle real-time updates in contributions, so they can be shown by the application as map
updates.
The HTTP part of the API includes routes like login,
registration of new users, creation and management of
themes, creation and retrieval of contributions, their
artifacts and ratings, and also allows editing and showing user’s profiles. These routes contain three levels of
access: public, authenticated and administrator, reflecting
the corresponding user roles. This separation limits the
access to sensitive operations, such as the creation of new
themes, banishment of users, and others.
The web socket architecture uses another way of communication between the client and the service, which
consists in watching and triggering events. In this design,
instead of creating a short-term connection between

Fig. 3 ThemeRise’s map for administrators
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client and service to request and receive information, with
web sockets this connection is started and remains active
until the client requires the end of connection, or the connection is unexpectedly interrupted by network failure.
This enables the service to send new information every
time it receives updates. Updates are usually sent as an
event that is watched by the client. For the application,
this behavior is useful, since it keeps the application map
always up-to-date. Hence, the web service should implement events using web sockets to actively send current
information to the client.
Considering the requirements analysis, four frameworks were considered as alternatives for the development of the API: Django and Pyramid, for Python, and
Express and Hapi, for NodeJS (which was developed using
Google’s V8 Javascript engine). We preferred Hapi at the
end of the analysis because of its good performance, flexibility and maintainability. Hapi is currently used by major
companies such as Netflix and Walmart.
We also set out to select an ORM library for the framework, in order to ensure component independence from
the Persistence layer. The ORM2 and SequelizeJS libraries
were tested in order to verify their ability to handle data
definition and queries for both spatial and conventional
data types, relying on the underlying DBMS’s capabilities.
SequelizeJS was chosen, since it was able to handle spatial data from PostgreSQL Although SequelizeJS is only
fully functional with PostgreSQL, the support for other
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DBMSs is likely to expand, since the library is already
capable of handling conventional data managed by other
platforms.
The API was also implemented with a web socket element by using the Socket.io library. This library is the
most popular one for NodeJS environment, and also has
a client version. As mentioned before, the web socket is
responsible for notifying the clients when a new contribution is made.
Application layer

The last layer is the Application layer, which contains
client applications. For this project, there is only one Web
client so far. This client must contain an administration
section, where the application administrators can create
themes and manage users, a section for registered users,
where they can verify their profiles and points earned in
each theme, and a section with a map that allows the volunteers to contribute. Additionally, the application must
contain the mechanisms for login and registering new
users.

Fig. 4 View to create a new theme filled with Strepitus information
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In the Application layer, one of the requirements for a
web client was to use the single page application concept
in the design. There are many libraries and frameworks
that can be used to create this kind of application. We considered two of them, AngularJS and ReactJS, to implement
a simple blog application and verify its features. This two
libraries lead to different architectures. Although ReactJS
allows more control over the components and the data
flow through the application, AngularJS was chosen for its
simplicity in promoting the MVC architecture. Associated
with AngularJS, the Angular Material library was used to
speedup the user interface design process.
Since AngularJS uses the MVC pattern, the web application can be divided into views, like login, register,
map, create contribution, view contribution, profile, and
administration views. The first ones enable the users to
access the application, and are composed by simple form
views. The most important user view is the map, in which
the volunteer can visualize the contributions regardless
of having an account in the application. The map is created using Leaflet web mapping library, which is simpler
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than Openlayers, but supports various plug-ins for different tasks. In the contribution part of the map, if the
volunteer is not authenticated, the application will show
only the themes that allow anonymous contributions. The
identified volunteer can see all the themes. Additionally, a
view was created for filling out the contents of the contribution, using a dynamic form that changes depending on
the theme’s predefined attributes. A view for the display of
the contribution was also developed.
For signed-in volunteers, the application also presents a
profile view, containing personal information and the current scores and groups by theme. This view is composed
by a series of charts that were developed using the C3
library, which encapsulates the D3 visualization library.
Besides this view, there is also a view where the identified volunteer can edit her personal information, such as
email, name and password.
The administrators can access additional sections that
enable them to manage themes and users. In this way,
a view for creating, listing and showing the theme was
developed. There are two views to manage users, one for
listing and another that is similar to the profile view that
the authenticated volunteers can access.

Fig. 5 Modal to include Strepitus source type attribute
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Results and discussion
In this section, a use case will be present to demonstrate the functionality of the framework. After that, we
present a discussion on some specificities of this approach
compared with other works already mentioned in this
paper.
Use case

For the propose of demonstrating the framework, we
replicated the main theme of a VGI application developed
before by the authors, called Strepitus1 [20].
This VGI application was developed from the ground
up, specifically to allow volunteers to report abuses in
noise generation, since this is a common environmental
problem in large Brazilian cities.
Although Strepitus is an application that was implemented for both mobile and web environments, this use
case focuses on replicating its Web version, with the
objective of putting to use the more important features of
ThemeRise, and to demonstrate and how an existing VGI
application can be easily and quickly made available as a
theme. The original Web application is very simple and
can be thought of as a complete theme that contains only
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two variables to be informed by the volunteers: the noise
source and the environment where the noise is perceived.
Another feature that can be found in the original application is the control of the display of past contributions,
which is limited by an expiration time. This feature aimed
to indicate the end of the noise-producing event. As an
event, this feature can be configured in the corresponding
theme using ThemeRise.
The first view the administrator will see contains the
map and the top bar, with links to sections accessible by
only this kind of user (Fig. 3). To create a new theme,
the administrator must use the respective option at the
menu, which will open a ThemeRise section for this purpose. This section contains a form (Fig. 4), which should
be filled out with the theme’s information, like its name,
Strepitus, and its description. It also contains presentation
information, such as icon, color and the geometry type,
which was a point on Strepitus. Another information that
is important for this theme is the expiration time, which
indicates when contributions should stop being shown. In

Fig. 6 Default values for user actions and groups to Strepitus
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this example, we set seven days for the expiration time,
as in the original application. For this example, the theme
does not allow anonymous contributions, again to keep
consistent with the original Strepitus application. Additionally, the administrator must inform the descriptive
attributes expected for each contribution, which are an
identification of the noise source (Fig. 5) and the type of
environment. In the bottom of the page, the administrator
can also configure the points the users will receive for each
contribution and the threshold to progress among the
expertise groups (Fig. 6). As previously mentioned before,
these fields come pre-filled with the default values. Since
the original application did not include a similar mechanism, in the example we keep these settings at their default
values.
After creating the theme, volunteers are able to perform their contributions on noise pollution by clicking the
green button and selecting the theme within the list shown
(Fig. 7). After selecting the theme, the volunteer just needs
to place a pin in the location of the contribution (Fig. 8) to
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be redirected to the theme’s contribution form, that can
then be filled (Fig. 9). Notice, in Fig. 8, that the top bar contains only the options that are available to the contributor,
as opposed to the more complete menu bar in Fig. 3.
Discussion

The theme perspective was conceptualized to provide a
self-contained unit of encapsulation. In this sense, VGI
applications can be composed by the replication of this
unit. This shift on the perspective of VGI applications
enables administrators to consider theme details, like
the attributes to be collected and the points to reward
users, instead of only managing standardized geographic
objects and map representations. It also allows us to
realize that the characteristics that differentiate Citizen
Science, Neogeography, and PPGIS/PGIS VGI applications can be encoded as different themes. Each theme can
be customized to reflect particular attribute structures, a
different mode of volunteered evaluation, and the desired
social visibility (anonymity versus personal distinction) of
the contributor.
With the concept of theme in mind and its implications, there are some points in which this perspective
represents a step ahead in comparison with earlier frameworks. The most significant one is the ability to structure
attributes of the information collected, which contrasts
with other works that focus on improving [8] or ensuring [21] information quality by controlling data types and
allowed values.

Fig. 7 List of themes to create a new contribution
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The separation of themes also leads to a more accurate reputation system, which can be tuned by taking into consideration theme characteristics. The early
implementations in which this work was based [18],
considered one score for all “themes” collected by the
volunteer. However, sometimes there are themes that
demand more effort and previous knowledge from the
volunteer than others. This structure could lead to discrepancies in user interest between themes, since some
of them may offer a faster way to climb to higher
expertise groups, that in this case reflect all themes
simultaneously.
Another result obtained was the ability to host VGI
projects that mix the three main types of VGI applications, Citizen Science, Neogeography and PPGIS/PGIS.
The individualization of the reputation system by theme
also makes this possible, since usually the time and expertise requirements in some applications are quite different
from others. The application can also be configured to
avoid overrating the general volunteer contributions in
comparison with an expert authority contributions for the
same theme.

Conclusion
This work shows a new approach for VGI application
frameworks using a theme perspective. On one hand, the
framework enables the administrators to structure the
variables to be collected by the volunteers, which can be
used to improve the quality of the data collected. On the
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Fig. 8 Map for placing the noise pin for contribution

Fig. 9 Fill information about contribution
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other hand, the framework also explores the idea of theme
encapsulation, and applies this concept to implement a
fairer reputation system, which takes into account the
individual characteristics of the data collection process for
each theme.
The framework was idealized to enable further improvements, which can be made by applying the theme concept
to other VGI application techniques, such as gamification [22, 23] and auto-generated metadata [21]. The first
one can take advantage of the reputation system and
include rules in a competitive context. In this way, the various themes can help to identify gamification parameters
that promote a better spatial coverage of the collection,
enhance the motivation of users and obtain better results
for the VGI project’s target content. The auto-generated
metadata, in comparison with the gamification, is simpler
to structure and implement, and can lead to better quality
assurance resources.
Another important concern regards the necessary
improvement of quality assurance tools and techniques.
Recent work [24] reviews methods to assess the quality of
volunteered data based on three classification categories
of VGI, defined by the authors. In this context, some
of the techniques presented for map-based VGI could
be coupled with the reward, reputation and gamification strategies we implemented in ThemeRise to provide
more support for administrators. Other recent initiatives
focus on enriching existing data sources with additional
features using automatic processing of raw data collected by volunteers [25, 26]. This can be a direction for
expanding the current features in ThemeRise, providing
specific support for crowdsensing and crowdsourcing initiatives, directed at dataset enhancement and enrichment
initiatives.

Availability and requirements
Project name: ThemeRise
Project home page: http://aqui.io/themerise
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License: MIT
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